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Between and , annual advertising revenue at all U. The sentence structure and vocabulary are simple. What
Are Broadsheets? Here is a sentence from main story of the times: - "The prime minister's speech this
afternoon to the TUC conference in Brighton comes amid a growing row over the Governments plans of
private provision. There are no second leads, only puffs in various forms for the content in the paper such as
the free DVD, an exclusive interview with Jordan and a special report on the Chelsea versus man u game.
Readership has slipped for all newspapers as many readers have turned to the Internet for up-to-the-minute
news from a variety of online sources, often for free. Articles are generally structured with pyramid writing.
Tabloids still tend to be more irreverent in their writing style than their broadsheet brothers. Therefore, they
are mostly read by the working class with minimum qualifications It implies a criticism of the mass media for
distributing news that, while not very nourishing, is cheap to produce and profitable for media proprietors. I
will be comparing the Club , Superfamily and Forever Young brochures for the technique used to identify and
attracted their targeted audiences. I think that the layout is very eye catching and is much more appealing than
the broadsheet. On The Sun the headings are up for interpretation which makes the reader want to read on for
further insight into the story. The tabloid focuses on people and often reports on celebrities. Use more
complex vocabulary and very little to no slang, e. I think that my ideal newspaper would be set out like the
tabloid and have stories on celebrity gossip, human interest as well as the fashion pages which I always enjoy
reading, accompanying the stories that I can only usually find in a broadsheet. The Club brochure appears to
be aimed. Many city dwellers prefer tabloids because they are easier to carry and read on the subway or bus.
The sentences vary a lot in The Guardian: some are very short, others are very long but in The Sun they are all
extremely short as are the articles. All newspapers structure articles for the purpose of capturing the attention
of the target group and holding their attention for as long as possible. This is firstly tell the reader what the
story is about but also is used because it is a very powerful word, literally and metaphorically. The opening
sentences of both tabloid and broadsheet news articles generally begin stating the subject and the main clause
of the story to set the scene straight away so the target audience can know exactly who and what the story is
about in more detail than just the headline and the sub-head. They are impartial and provide all of the facts.
The Telegraph and The sun are the most popular Tabloids and Broadsheets. Broadsheets are normally printed
in black and white whereas tabloids are printed in colour. Tabloid newspapers include the Sun, Star, and
Mirror. Media in general, aim to inform and interest the audience which consist of many different types.
Broadsheets and Tabloids Today Newspapers, whether broadsheets or tabloids, are experiencing difficult
times these days. Even with the blurring of clear distinctions between the economic and social classes of their
readership, however, advertisers continue to target different markets when buying space in broadsheets and
tabloids. What Are Tabloids? The social grouping would be C2-E because people that are included within this
grouping may be distracted easily, so their attention needs to be kept by keeping the paragraphs short and
precise. A comparative analysis of broadsheet and tabloid newspapers Essay Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying
text is forbidden on this website! Also, the font used on The Sun is less formal than that of the broadsheet
which uses serifs tiny marks on the edge of lettering. Some people like to buy tabloids because they want a
newspaper for enjoyment and for specialist aspects which the tabloids do better than the broadsheets such as
celebrities and human interest. Readership varies between these two categories because the content of the
paper is usually different. I am going to investigate the lengths of the words, how many words there are in a
sentence and the reading age if those who read the newspapers. Provide basic business and political coverage.
Overall, I can truthfully say that the paper which catches my attention the most is the tabloid: The Sun. This
reflects on the target group the newspaper is aimed at, age group: because older people would want more
information given about the story, social group: A-C1 because they would possibly want more information
because of the types of jobs they have, also people within this social grouping may not be as distracted,
therefore paragraphs can be longer as their attention can be held for longer with larger sections of writing.
Broadsheet refers to the most common newspaper format, which is typically around 15 inches wide to 20 or
more inches long in the U. Newspapers can be classified into two types: tabloids and broadsheets. The contrast
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in visual size could be showing us how important the newspapers class this story as being. These papers are
perfect examples of British newspapers. Both newspapers will have a large amount of short word included in
the articles, however, this can not be avoided due to the modern English language It also has smaller pictures
of Victoria Beckham and David Beckham.


